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You Ought To Be
In Pictures!
MMC's New Pfwto C()Jltest Far Kuls
Do you have a budding Ansel
Adams on your hands? If you know
a child that loves to take pictures,
The Photo Contest For Kids is just
what you need to showcase your
shutterbug's talents.
Formerly the Kid's Photo
Contest, this new contest gives
children of all ages an opportunity
to compete.
The Photo Contest For Kids will
involve kids from birth to 18 years
of age. They won't just have an
opportunity
to be the subject of
photographs, they can now also be
the actual photographer.
Encourage your children to
start taking pictures now for the big
exhibit at the Maine Mall Center
Court on February 15-20, 1999.
This year the event is expanded to include several new
categories. Prizes will be awarded.
The Photo Contest For Kids is a
Pediatric fund-raiser. There is no
cost to submit entries, but there is
a $1 fee for each vote placed. All
proceeds will benefit the children's
programs and services at the
Barbara Bush Children's Hospital at
MMC.
More details will follow in
upcoming issues of "What's Happening", so stay focused and start
snapping.
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MMC Smoke-free Policy
\l:ommonly Asked Q}testions &Answers

Maine Medical Center's
Smoke-free Campus Policy is
intended to offer a smokefree
environment for all hospital employees, visitors, patients and those
utilizing the facilities.

Policy Outline:
Smoking is notpermitted in
Maine Medical Center buildings,
grounds, and vehicles, orwithin
50feet of any entrance.
Q. Does the new policy permit
smoking anywhere on hospital
grounds or property?
A. As of 1/1/99, NO.
Q. What are considered
hospital grounds?
A. Any of Maine Medical
Center's facilities and grounds
including parking lots and off-site
locations that are rented or leased
as well as any hospital vehicles.
Q. When does this policy take
effect?
A. As of January 1, 1999 no
smoking area will be available on
any Maine Medical Center campus
at any location.
Q. If I smoke, where can I go
to have a cigarette?
A. Off campus, and as long
as you are 50 feet from any entrance or commonly used passage-

way.
NOTE: Please be considerate of
our neighbors' property and your
professional appearance.
breaks since I now must go off
campus to smoke?
A. No. Everyone is permitted the
same break time as before the
policy went into effect. This policy is
enforced in the same manner as
other MMC policies.
Q. What should I do if I see
someone smoking on campus?
A. Inform them of our Smokefree Policy and politely ask them to
move off campus or extinguish their
smoke. The policy assigns the
responsibility for policy enforcement
to all employees. Please help.
Q. What should I do if I see an
employee smoking on hospital
property or near an entrance?
A. Remind him/her of policy,
inform his/her supervisor if appropriate.
Q. What if someone refuses to
move or stop smoking when I tell
them about the policy?
A. Do not aggravate the person. Call security and inform them
of problem.
SMOKE-FREE, SEE P. 2
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Avoid the Winter Blahs
with a

"Healthy Hibernation"
Winter has arrived in Maine.
What could be better at this time of
year than a hearty, delicious dinner
to warm your body and soul?

"I Love Food"
dinner on January 19, 1999 from
1800 to 2000 hours in the MMC
MMCs

next

cafeteria promises to beat the cold
off with a heart-healthy

feast.

Healthy Hibernation will be the
theme for the evening with low-fat
fare, recipes to take home, and an
after-dinner

talk on how to avoid

winter depression. You'll leave
stuffed with ideas on how to have
fun and stay healthy during the
winter months.

Ieri Schroeder, MS, MA,Exercise Physiologist for Turning Point,

p.I
Q. Is it okay for someone to
smoke on the sidewalks around our
buildings?

SMOKEFREE,

FROM

A. No. Smoking is not permitted on the sidewalks immediately
adjacent to MMC buildings.

Q. May I smoke in my car?
A. Hospital parking lots are
no smoking areas. A person smoking in a personal vehicle is a low
enforecement priority.

Q. Are contractors allowed to
smoke when they are working at
MMC?
A. No. Like MMC employees,
contractors are expected to comply
with the no smoking policy.
Q. I work in one of the build-

Q. Will patients be permitted
to smoke anywhere?
A. No. The Executive Committee of the Medical Staff has voted
not to allow exceptions permitting
patients to smoke. This applies to
both in-patients and out-patients
while they are on Maine Medical
Center property. Physicians are
being informed about resources
available to support them and their
patients in complying with this
policy.

ings outside the hospital itself but
on one of the side streets near it.
Does the policy apply to me and
my co-workers?

Q. What resources are available to help people who want to
quit smoking?

A. Yes. The policy applies to
all MMC employees and the buildings in which they work.

2662), Human Resources (8712310) for information on benefits to

Q. Can I use smokeless tobacco on campus?
A. No. The policy prohibits
the use of all tobacco

products.

A. Pulmonary

Medicine

(871-

support smoking cessation, Employee Assistance Program (7618345), one's personal physician,
American Lung Association, American Cancer Society, among others.

will give winter fitness tips and
Cindy Boyack! MD! FRCPC, Division Director

of Adult Outpatient

Psychiatry at Maine Medical Center
will talk on Seasonal Affective
Disorder and combatting

the winter

blues. Experts will will answer
questions about heart health and
nutrition.
The cost is
For reservations
tion/ call

$5

per employee.

and more informa-

871-2194.

Parking Precautions
I had an employee write me recently about people
not parking between the lines in the Gilman parking
Garage. This does become a problem. Some days I drive
through the garage and see as many as 4 or 5 unusable
spaces because someone has parked over a guide line
marking the space next to it too narrow for anyone to
use. Please help us maximize the use of the garage, park
carefully so that every space is usable.
Another reminder to employees is that they need
to be parking in authorized employee parking locations.
We recently had to tow several vehicles for being parked
in no parking areas, one of these vehicles was an employee's. We do not
take pleasure in having vehicles towed, it can become very expensive for
the vehicle owner. Please help us as we manage the parking program at
MMC every space is important to us. If you have any questions concerning your parking options please feel free to call the Parking desk at X2I23.
-David Young
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Nurse to Nurse
As we begin the last year of
this century, attention seems to be
focused on the Year 2000 rather
than on the phenomenal changes
witnessed in society and healthcare
since 1900. Ponder for just a moment what has happened in science
and technology and consider the
effects on services offered to those
who are injured or ill. The growing
appreciation for "being healthy"
and the practice of lifestyles that
prevent or reduce risks of certain
disease conditions have also had
significant impact on the way
services are delivered.
Glance quickly through a
nursing history book, and you'll see
that in the early to mid 1900s,
hospitals were built with large open
wards to facilitate patient sociability
and nursing observation. Patients
helped each other with their daily
needs and their stay was often
weeks long. There were few diagnostic tests and no major diagnostic
nor procedural areas to which
patients needed to be transported.
The only major service provided
outside the ward was surgery, and
activities in the operating room
bore little resemblance to what we
rely on today.
Education of health professionals has evolved to keep pace with
advances in behavioral, biological
and physical sciences. Likewise,
nursing undergraduate education
has moved from hospital to collegiate settings and advanced work is
required for any specialization.
How has the delivery of nursing care changed? We have seen
many cycles of change! Once, staff

~i-Line
A publication of Nursing Services

practiced in a "functional mode"
where work was organized by task.
Various "team" models have been
popular. Now our emphasis includes patient/family focused care
with strong interdisciplinary collaboration.

Embracing change
is becoming
a way of life.
As the end of the century
approaches, we reflect on how far
we have come as well as what we
have left to do. For example, despite updates in our buildings over
the years, many care areas still
need to be improved to accommodate patient, family and service
needs. We have professional issues
yet to resolve: What is the most
appropriate level of education for
entry into professional nursing
practice? Should nursing practice
be differentiated based on that
education? And, faced with everincreasing demands and diminishing resources, we must continue to
explore care models that will best
serve our patients.
Embracing change is becoming
a way of life. Despite many
changes, what has prevailed in the
past and will keep us going in the
future is our focus on the total wellbeing of those who need nursing
care ...twenty-four hours a day,
three hundred and sixty five days a
year.
-Judith T. Stone, RN, Vice
President of Nursing and
Patient Services
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Nursing students gain
experience and
knowledge at MMC
There! One more e-mail, one
voice mail, and success ... another
senior nursing student paired with a
preceptor for the spring semester.
Thus far, fifteen out of seventeen
students have been placed. Head
Nurses have been great about
taking on students, sometimes
assisting more than one. For students this means that each will
work with a staff nurse preceptor
for at least half a semester. It also
means exposure to the world of
patients and the staff who take care
of them in a way that is different
from the traditional student experience.
Many other students (seniors,
juniors and sophomores) are also
here on multiple units during the
day and evening shifts; faculty from
their nursing programs guide, teach
and support them. Although most
are here on weekdays, one group
will be arriving on a Saturday. The
University of Southern Maine, St.
Joseph's College, University of New
England-Westbrook College, University of New Hampshire, Southern
Maine Technical College, and
Portland Arts and Technology High
School are all represented.
Do you ever wonder how
many nursing students have clinical
experiences at MMC? Counting
only UNDERGRADUATE students ,
there were 425 . total in 1998·, we
know there will be approximately
237 here in the first semester of
1999. There are many other catego-

ries of students in nursing as well!
What do students have to say
about us? I spoke to a few informally. They told me their student
experience was great; the preceptors, wonderful! They thought
patients enjoyed the extra attention
of a student caring for them. Unit
staff were "tremendously helpful
and supportive." Students were
amazed that staff thanked them for
helping. They expressed appreciation for staff patience with them
while they were learning. So HATS
OFF to all staff who shared enthusiasm, time, knowledge, and patience
with students!
A faculty member commented,
"staff on the unit where we are
finishing our rotation have given my
students feedback and have really
included us as part of the care
team. I love this unit!"
-Lois Bazinet, RN, Nursing
Resource Specialist

CALL FOR HELP!!
Children growing up?
Cleaning shelves of out-

Research Connection:
An Update of Research in Progress
I

I

Reducing Diarrhea. We have completed data collection on 24
patients, evaluating the effectiveness of pectin in reducing diarrhea in
critically-ill tube-fed patients. We will continue to enroll SCU patients in
the study until we reach our projected sample size of 44. This study is a
collaborative project with Nutrition Services, primarily through the efforts
of Rosellen Taylor, RD. Alyce Schultz,RN,PhD, and Brenda AshbyHughes,RN,NP are co-investigators for the study with assistance from
Shelley Wilkins,RN, Research Nurse in SCU; Donna Gillis, USM graduate
student; and SCU staff.

Reducing Postoperative Nausea and Vomiting. A study to determine
the effectiveness of Droperidol (an antiemetic) and acupressure wrist
bands in reducing postoperative nausea and vomiting in gynecological
surgery patients has been approved by the Institutional Review Board. The
proposal for this collaborative study between R3, PACU, and ASU nursing
staff, and Anesthesia has been submitted to Seabands International UK
LTD for funding; they are donating acupressure bands. Adult women
scheduled for gynecological surgery requiring an inpatient stay will be
asked to participate. Inability to read and write English, pregnancy including tube pregnancy, any surgery related to cancer, receipt of an antiemetic in the previous 24 hours, previous use of acupressure bands to
relieve nausea, and peripheral neuropathy will exclude women from
participating.
Informed consent will be obtained the morning of surgery.
Following surgery, participants will be followed for episodes of nausea
and vomiting, level of sedation, number of rescue antiemetic medications
needed, postoperative pain levels and receipt of pain medications. Participants will keep a diary of nausea and vomiting episodes for seven days
after surgery.

grown books? Want to help
kids in need? THE PEDIATRIC LITERACY PROGRAM/
PEDIATRIC CLINIC could
use gently used children's
books! Please bring book
donations to the clinic up
one flight of stairs near
Bramhall entrance.

Housewide Pain Survey. In November, thirteen undergraduate students who were enrolled in a research course participated in our
housewide pain management survey. Prior to surveying, students were
taught research interviewing techniques and inter-rater reliability was
established. They completed interviews on 253 adult patients; seventy
patients were unable or chose not to participate. In addition to the interviews, data were collected on nursing documentation of pain scores and
interventions to reduce pain during the 24 hour period prior to the interviews. Pain medication orders and amount of medication received by
patients during the preceding 24 hours were also collected. Data are
being analyzed and will provide baseline information prior to implementation of interdisciplinary pain management guidelines.
--Alyce Schultz, RN, PhO, Nurse Researcher

Family-Centered

Care Motivates Perioperative

Nurses

-Dan Bergeron,

Many months of planning are
finally bearing fruit! Over the past 1
1/2 years, Ambulatory Surgical
Unit(ASU) and Post Anesthesia Care
Unit(PACU) staff have focused on
providing care to families of patients
undergoing procedures. Process
improvement teams
report three outcomes:
a preparatory program
for preoperative children and their families,
a PACU visitation
program for adult and
pediatric patients, and a
renovated waiting
room. I want to tell you
about each.

Preparatory programfor
preoperative children
Visit and View: Just for You is
what we call our preparatory program for preoperative children and
their families. Available to any child
undergoing a surgical procedure, it
includes a guided tour of the
perioperative areas, an opportunity
to play with and become familiar
with hospital equipment, and a
chance for kids and families to ask
questions; animal cracker snacks
are served and children take home
teddy bears.

PACU
Visitation Program
Historically, our PACU Visitation Program was only available for
children and their families; it provided no structured way for adult
patients to connect with their
families. Seeing this as a need,

RN

Head Nurs

PACU and ASU staff developed
guidelines for PACU visitation that
would bring these families together
following major surgical procedures. Consideration was given to
assuring the confidentiality
of other
patients in PACU. Our new adult
program not only
includes guidelines for
visitation, but also
educates families about
postoperative recovery.
A brochure describing
the program also
assures that nursing
and surgical staff will
share consistent information with families.

Renovated waiting room
A third problem remained: Our
ASU patient numbers have continued to grow with no concurrent
growth in space. Standing-roomonly became the norm as families
attempted to squeeze into the
waiting room. Our customers didn't
hesitate to share their opinions
about their wait! For instance, they
said we didn't provide enough
seating; we heard that that people
liked the TV and we heard that
people did not like the TV; we
heard that the room was warm and
cold, bright and dark. How could
we ever meet such a variety of
expectations? We became very
creative and designed a waiting
space that is larger than the original
and is divided into smaller, different
environments. We now offer families a room with a TV, a quiet room,
a pediatric area, and private rooms
for surgeon and family consultation.
We are eager our visitors to see
what they tell us about these
changes.
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Publicationsand Presentations
· Jacqueline Campbell, RN,
SCU, has published "Children
Witnessing Domestic Violence: A
Developmental Approach" with
one of her graduate professors from
Boston College. The article appeared in Clinical Excellence for
Nurse Practitioners.
• "Psychometric evaluation of
a pre-verbal, early verbal pediatric
pain scale (PEPPS)" by: Alyce

Schultz,RN,PhD; Ellen Murphy,RN,
NP,PACU; Jennifer
Morton,RN,NICU; Audrey
Stempel,RN, Pediatrics; Carole
Messenger-Rioux,RN,NP,NICU;
and Kathleen Bennett, RN, SCU,
was published in the JanuaryFebruary issue of the Journal of
Pediatric Nursing.

· Keri Breuer,RN and Dan
Bergeron RN,ASU/PACU, have coauthored an article published in the
American Society of PeriAnesthesia
Nurses' Breathline magazine titled
"A Professional Examplar on ICU
Overflow: Maine Medical Center."

MMC Bids Farewell to a Good Friend
It doesn't take long to hear
And succeed she did! In 1957,
room to room opening tents so the
both passion and pride in Stella's
patients would get some air."
Stella decided she needed to work
voice as she reflects on her staff in
Eventually Stella returned to
the night shift to be home with her
the Central Services Department
new baby during the day when her
the day shift, and in 1976, she
(CSD) and her experiences in
became a fulltime assistant OR
husband worked. Because MMC's
nursing. "I will put any of my CSD
OR was staffed around the clock,
supervisor; she was primary liaison
Technicians up against any other
between the OR and all service
technician in the country!"
departments. In this role,
says Stella at the conclushe became involved in
sion of our interview.
planning the new OR
"They're so good. Yes they
and CSD processing
are ...and I've been around,
areas. In 1983, Stella
I know!"
assumed the position of
Estella
CSD supervisor; she had
Esposito,RN,CSD Manbeen a member of the
ager, claims her choice to
search committee, and
go into nursing was based
on the final day of the
on a rebellious streak! "My
search, she left to attend
mother was a teacher /
a funeral. While away,
school principal and my
the committee recomaunts, everyone ...were
mended her for the
teachers. Well, not me! I
position!
wanted to show them that
Of her career at
I would do something
MMC, Stella says, "I
different!" And indeed she
have always loved my
did! After graduating from
work. I went from day to
Mercy's diploma program,
day and didn't think
and with much initial
about it much, but I have
Estella Esposito, RN, CSD, Manager, plans for retirement after
trepidation, Stella was
been so fortunate: I've
working at MMC for 41 years!
hired to work in the
worked in the Maine
Operating Room (OR) at the Maine
she came here. However, sick time
General, in the "56"/Pavilion,
in the
Eye & Ear Infirmary. "The Director
and maternity leaves were unheard
Richards building, and in the Bean
of Nursing had to convince me to
of then, so with the birth of each of
building. I helped design the new
take that job! As a student, I had
her children, she resigned and then
CSD and OR areas, one of the best
been petrified of my OR instructor.
later, was rehired.
in the country! And have I told you
Every morning for the entire rotaIn the 1960s, the OR was
about my staff ...?!" Stella's staff
tion, I vomited. The stress made me
located on P5 and the OR locker
say, "We think you're the greatest,
so sick I would become dizzy and
rooms and lounge were on what
Stella! You have gifted us with your
nearly faint during a case; they
was called "the 04 attic." 04 was a spirit and determination."
would pull me out of the room,
medical floor with many patients in
feed me crackers and orange juice,
oxygen tents. Stella laughingly
and send me right back in! I don't
recalls a night when the OR was
know how I got through it! So you
exceptionally quiet. "About 2AM,
see, I had reason to be worried
we decided to cook steaks on the
about accepting a job in an Operathot plate in the lounge. We blew a
ing Room!" The incentive was
fuse ...it affected all those the oxygood-she would make $52 per
gen tents! We kicked off our shoes
Nursing Services publishes Nursing
week because the OR was considso as not to awaken patients and, in Bi-Line every eight weeks. Comered a specialty area and paid
stocking feet, quickly went from
ments, questions, and suggestions
higher wages-and Stella was
are referred to Derreth Roberts,
determined to succeed.
MS, RN, Editor, 871-2009-1.
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Happy retirement,

STELLA!
MMCwill miss you!

~~rke£place
In order to ensure that everyone
has an opportunity to use the
Marketplace, ads may be placed
once only. Repeats will be permitted only on a space-available basis.

FOR SALE
1989 Ford Probe,S speed manual,
95,000 miles, AM/FM stereo, cassette,
CB, good condition.
$2,350 or B.O.
Call 284-0739 after 5:30 p.m.
Packard Bell Computer Legend 2000
plus MM, monitor, keyboard, mouse,
& CD ROM, windows 3.11. Call 7732427.
1989 Oldsmobile Cutlass Supreme,
good condition, V6, loaded, blue.
Includes remote car starter. Call 2847107.
Beautiful, sunny Gorham townhouse
condo. Private setting. Cathedral
ceilings and window. 2 BR, 1 1/2 BA,
2 floors, garage, fireplace. FHW, gas
stove, washer/dryer.
Great association.
A must see! $99,900. Call 839-8473.
Road bicycle: Red, diamondback
expert TG, 56 cm frame, Shimanno
RX2000 components, Avocet computer, less than 1,500 miles, like new.
$125. Call 929-6526.
1996 Jayco Eagle 10 pop-up camper
sleeps 6. Excellent condition. Used
only 8 times. Moving, must sell.
$3,200/obo. Call 772-0890.
1997 Chevy Blazer LT. 4 x 4 loaded,
leather, power roof, trailer hitch, home
link system. Purchase or take over
lease. Call 934-0785 or 791-5781 and
leave message.

FOR RENT
St. Lawrence Street near Eastern Prom.
2 BR, water view, no parking, no
smokers, no dogs. $600 plus utilities
(gas heat). Avail 1/5. 761-9500.
South Portland condo: 2 BR, 1 1/2 BA,
W&D, sky lights, tile kitchen & bath,
gas heat. Small complex, deck, large
yard, end unit. $750/mth. Call 8851572.
~

ROOMMATE WANTED
Roommate

to share large 3 BR condo

w/prof male. No pets or smokers
please. Rent $300/mo + 1/2 utilities.
Call 934-0785
message.

or 791-5781

& leave

WANTED
Patients needed for exams. Graduate
students in Primary Health Care Nursing
at Simmons/UNE at Westbrook College,
a program affiliated with Maine Medical
Center, are seeking pregnant women to
participate as volunteer patients. The
students are registered nurses training to
be nurse practitioners. The students will
take a medical history and perform a
physical exam. The students will be
supervised by nurse practitioner faculty.
There will be NO internal exam. These
exams will take place Saturday, January
9,1999 at the Westbrook College
Campus Health Center. Volunteers will
be paid $50 for each exam and may
participate twice. For more information,
please call Carole Moor, Clinical Coordinator, at 7997-7261 ext. 4309.

SUPPORT GROUP
The Prostate Support Group will no
longer meet at MMC. Future meetings
will be at the Cancer Community
Center, 778 Main Street, South Portland
on the 2nd Tuesday of each month
1830-2100 hours. For more information, call 774-2200.

MENTORING:
TheNew Year's
Resolution of a Lifetime
To discuss mentoring
opportunities
at Maine
Medical Center, please
contact Terry Smith, Vocational
Services, at 772-0424 x233, or by
email at smithet@mail.mmc.org.
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The deadlines for
announcement-length
items
and MARKETPLACE are
Dee. 23 for the Jan. 6 issue
and
Jan. 6 for the Jan. 20 issue
All items must be in writing.
Information
for What's Happening may be sent by interoffice
mail to the Public Information
Department,
by email to FILlPL,
or by fax to 871-6212.

What's Happening
Schedule
Mark you calendars now for
the 1999 publication dates for
"What's Happening".
January 6
January 20
February 3
February 17
March 3
March 17
March 31
April 14
April 28
May 12
May 26
June 9
June 23
July 7
July 21
August 4
August 18
September 1
September 15
September 29
October 13
October 27
November 10
November 24
December 8
December 22

NEW EMPLOYEES
at Maine Medical

Center

All
Healthviews. Xtra TV 4,
month
Thursdays, 2000-2100 hours.
Jan. 12
PALS. 0730-1630 hours.
& Jan.14 0730-1030 hours.
See p.B
Jan. 22
Trends & Issues in Cardiopul& Jan. 29monary Critical Illness. Dana
See p.6
Center.
Feb. 9 ACLS. 0715-1620 hours.
&Feb.23 0730-1600 hours.
See p.B
Feb. 15- The Photo Contest For Kids.
Feb. 16 Maine Mall Center Court.

MaineHealth Learning Resource

ANESTHESIA:

(Pediatric Advanced Life Support)

Day 1 March
0730-1630
Day 2 March
0730-1030

Sandra Calderbank

CARDIOLOGY:
Blood
CHILDBIRTH
Crandall

PALS Course

Mark Goode,
EDUCATION:

Susan
Lynne

INFORMATION
SERVICES: Michael
Frechette, Lisa Gleason, Yvette Khoury
FOOD SERVICES: Maria Cushing,
Wilhemina Cannell

Kathleen Murphy

ULTRA SOUND:

January 13,1900-2100

Outreach Education Council for

• Beyond Dieting. ..For Women

Only

January 14 - March 4, 1730-1900

hrs.

• The Needs of Infants
January 18, 1830-2030

Courses held at Turning Point and sponsored by
Sandra Bagwell, MD, Chief,
Department of Critical Care

Trends &Issues in
Cardiopuhnonary

• Soups On!
hours.

January 20 & 27, 1900-2100

Critical D1ness

Day I: January 22,1999

• Phonetic Reading Workshop
hours.

• Recognizing if Your Child has an
Eating Disorder January 21, 1900-2000.

Day II:January 29, 1999
at the Dana Health Education Center
For a brochure or to register, call 871-2290

• How To Stay Healthy
January 28, 1900-2100

Call Cheryl Bickford, Course Coordinator,

Presents the following workshop

hours.

January 21 - March 4, 1915 -2115 hrs.
January 19, 1830-2030

David Kissin, BS, RRT, Course Manager

for nurses:

• The Needs of Children

Call 781-1730

Critical Care

hours.

for info and to register.

o Change

name or address as
shown on address label.

o Remove

my name from your
What's Happening? mailing list.

Please return this address label
in an envelope to the Public
Information Department.

hours

Day 1 April 6, 1999
0715-1620 hours
Day 2 April 13, 1999
0730-1600 hours

Diane Gallant

and Fear

hours.

25, 1999

(Advanced Cardiac Life Support)

Center class offerings~_-.a r.===============;l

• Sex Beyond Reproduction

hours

ACLS Course

NURSING: Laura Bean, Cindy
Belanger, Christine Borghoff, Tina
Casali, Heather Everett, Timothy
Kalkbrenner, Brian Smith, Tamara
Smith, Colleen Magur
RADIOLOGY:

23, 1999

MAINE MEDICAL CENTER 22 BRAMHALL STREET PORTLAND, ME 04102·3175

x4173 for details.

